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Celebrating 25 YearsCelebrating 25 Years
Our Own Homeschool Journey. Our Own Homeschool Journey. We began homeschooling in 1990. We put We began homeschooling in 1990. We put 

up a bulletin board, displayed an American flag for the Pledge of Allegiance, and up a bulletin board, displayed an American flag for the Pledge of Allegiance, and 
unpacked our big stack of textbooks. Homeschooling quickly came to feel like a unpacked our big stack of textbooks. Homeschooling quickly came to feel like a 
heavy sack of rocks. However, homeschooling became a joy when we learned to heavy sack of rocks. However, homeschooling became a joy when we learned to 
relax, make homeschooling who we were as a family instead of a chore, and focus relax, make homeschooling who we were as a family instead of a chore, and focus 
on the hearts, souls, and minds of our children. on the hearts, souls, and minds of our children. 

We learned that one of the many blessings of homeschooling is that children We learned that one of the many blessings of homeschooling is that children 
can learn together some of the time and receive individual instruction at other can learn together some of the time and receive individual instruction at other 
times. We cherish memories of our family learning together. Sometimes that times. We cherish memories of our family learning together. Sometimes that 
happened when we were reading aloud or while taking a daylong field trip or happened when we were reading aloud or while taking a daylong field trip or 
a weeklong vacation. Sometimes we learned together while putting on a play, a weeklong vacation. Sometimes we learned together while putting on a play, 
making a craft, taking an art class, teaching a Bible class, or eating a meal from a making a craft, taking an art class, teaching a Bible class, or eating a meal from a 
region of America or the world. region of America or the world. 
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The Notgrass Company. In time 
we began to write curriculum based 
on what we had learned. In 1999 
we asked God to take care of us and 
started working full time in what we 
then called The Notgrass Company. 
Charlene appliquéd fabric books on 
our homeschool convention sign. Our 
son John sits behind it at one of our 
early homeschool conventions in the 
photo at right. In those early days, we 
printed our curriculum at a local copy shop and put it into three-ring binders, as 
seen below. We spent a great deal of time on the road, traveling around Tennessee 
performing a story and song history program and displaying our books. We also 
attended homeschool conventions. 

In the photo above, Charlene and John work in our first headquarters in 
the basement of our house in Cookeville, Tennessee. Check out that up-to-date 
computer monitor. Charlene remembers the day when Ray told her he would 
like to write a year-long American history curriculum for high school. He said, 
“I don’t know if anyone would buy it, but I would like to write it.” Ray said that 
he wanted to combine history, literature, and primary sources as his own history 
and English teachers had done when he was in high school. He told her that he 
would also like to add Bible study. Charlene encouraged Ray to go for it, and he 
got to work. 
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The Notgrass History Approach to Writing Curriculum. As Ray began 
writing this new curriculum, we put a great deal of thought into our approach. 
Homeschool textbooks generally provide context and comprehensiveness, while 
unit studies generally provide depth and richness. Having used unit studies 
ourselves, we knew how hard it is to pull resources together from many sources. 
We decided to combine the textbook and unit study approaches to create 
curriculum that was both comprehensive and fascinating, while being easy to 
use for both students and parents. We would also combine history, English, and 
Bible, believing that students could learn better when their literature, writing, 
and Bible study coordinated with their history. Therefore, high school students 
could receive credit in all three subjects through this coordinated program.

In addition we would not send parents looking for primary sources. 
We would include them in our curriculum package. We would also provide 
optional review questions, quizzes, and tests for parents who wanted to use 
those. We would also sell the recommended literature to make gathering those 
books easy for parents, too. With all assignments in the main lesson book, there 
would be no need for separate teacher guides.

For the last 25 years, we have continued to fine-tune our approach and to use 
it for elementary, middle school, and high school curriculum. Most importantly, 
we have written each curriculum from a distinctly Christian worldview to teach 
the heart, soul, and mind of each student.

Exploring America. In 2002 Ray completed Exploring America. The last 
lesson in each unit was a Bible study. Ray chose recommended literature and gave 
students writing prompts. At first he chose a book of poetry, a book of speeches, 
and a book of primary sources which we sold in the curriculum package. At 
the end of each lesson, Ray told the students what literature title to be reading; 
what pages to read in the poetry, speeches, and primary source books; and gave 

them assignments in the companion 
review material, which included daily 
review questions, quizzes, exams, and 
an answer key. Eventually we collected 
all of the needed primary source 
documents and published them in the 
Exploring America companion book, 
American Voices. 
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A New Office. In early 2003, we 
moved to Jackson County, Tennessee, 
into a big drafty farmhouse built around 
1845. The entire company fit into its small 
mother-in-law apartment with room to 
spare. Ray is standing in that apartment in 
the photo at left.

Exploring World History. Ray didn’t 
expect to write another high school history 
course, but parents began asking when we 

were going to publish a world history. 
In 2004 we published Exploring World 
History. At the time, we printed all our 
books on our office printer, punched 
holes on one edge with a hand powered 
puncher, and bound them with plastic 
coils, sometimes while watching old 
movies, as Ray and Mary Evelyn are 
doing in the photo at right.

Exploring Government. In 2006 we published Ray’s Exploring Government 
curriculum, which is a one-semester course. By then, we were able to sell enough 
books to have them printed in paperback.

Exploring Economics. In 2009, when 
we had been in business full time for ten 
years, we published Exploring Economics, 
another one-semester course. It was our first 
curriculum that was never in a coil bound 
version. 

Middle School Curriculum. During 
those early years, parents would ask us if 
they could use our high school curriculum 
with younger children. The next part of our 

story may seem obvious, but it took us years to realize that we should write an 
American history curriculum for middle school students. 
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You see, we didn’t have some great business plan we were following. Looking 
back, we believe that God had His own plan for us.

America the Beautiful. As John and Charlene were returning home from 
a homeschool convention in Virginia, they discussed how we might write a 
one-year American history for middle schoolers (or students in grades 5, 6, 7, or 
8). As with our high school histories, it would be a one-year course with 30 units 
of five lessons each. John came up with the idea of a different type of lesson for 
each of the lessons in a unit. By the end of the trip, they had decided to include 
five types of lessons. The Our American Story lessons would tell about the main 
events of a time period. The other lessons would continue to tell the history 

of that time period with a focus on specific 
topics. An American Biography would look 
at a person. Another lesson would be about 
Daily Life. One lesson would explore An 
American Landmark, such as the Statue 
of Liberty. The fifth lesson would focus on 
one of God’s Wonders, such as the Grand 
Canyon. We decided that the title America 

the Beautiful would illustrate America and its history perfectly. We published it 
in 2010. For the first time, some of the pages were in color. Soon we were having 
the textbooks and the We the People primary source book printed in hardback, a 
practice we soon implemented for all of our curriculum. 

As we had done with the high school history books, we chose literature to 
go along with the course. This is a wonderful way to learn history. For example, 
when the students are learning about the Great Depression in Unit 21, they are 
reading Blue Willow, which tells about a young girl growing up in the Depression. 
We also included a map book for students 
to color and a timeline that students would 
complete themselves. We included creative 
writing ideas, vocabulary assignments, and 
family activities, such as the one pictured at 
right. We also published a Student Workbook 
and a Lesson Review so that parents could 
choose which would be most appropriate 
for their child’s interests and learning style.
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Uncle Sam and You. In 2012 we published our 
middle school civics course, Uncle Sam and You, covering 
such varied topics as how a stop sign is installed to the 
daily routine of a president to how Americans celebrate 
Flag Day. In the photo at right, Mary Evelyn works on 
Uncle Sam and You. This photo was taken in the office 
where she, her husband Nate (who joined our team in 
2011), Ray, and Charlene then worked while Nate and 
Mary Evelyn’s one-year-old daughter played happily 
at our feet. In the photo below, the first shipments are 
ready to go to the post office. 

As our children married and began families of their own, Ray and Charlene 
began being the Notgrass History representatives at most of the homeschool 

conferences we attended, but often 
shared the responsibilities with their 
children, their children’s spouses, and 
sometimes with grandchildren, too. 
And as the company grew we began 
to need team members other than 
family members. We hired our first 
non-family team member in 2012. 

From Adam to Us. In 2016 we published From Adam to Us, our world 
history for middle school—three down and one to go. Our next middle school 
curriculum is to be a world geography. The pictures at the top of page 8 show 
some of the process of writing and publishing one of our courses—in this case, 
From Adam to Us: writing, proofreading, approving proofs from the printer, and 
receiving the first copies.
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In 2017 we published the first audio supplements to our curriculum, 
which we enjoyed recording at a studio on Music Row in Nashville, seen below. 
Charlene recorded From Adam to Us and Ray recorded Exploring America. To 

lower recording fees, they spent 12-hour days at 
the studio, taking turns reading for an hour at a 
time. The process taught us a great deal, so that 
now we plan to record in-house to add more 
audio supplements to our offerings. It is a long 
process.

Scope and Sequence. As we added new 
curriculum, we thought a great deal about our 
scope and sequence for a student using Notgrass 
History for all 12 years. We made plans eventually 
to publish an American history, a world history, 
a world geography, and a civics/government/

economics type of course for elementary, middle school, and high school, 
believing that students would benefit from covering those broad topics three 
times during their homeschooling. 

We decided to emphasize key concepts at each level so that a subsequent 
course would serve as both a review and a source of more in-depth information 
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about those concepts. In each course we would also add additional people and 
events that were unique to that level, always keeping in mind the maturity level of 
the student. We would also cover additional world and American history topics 
in the geography and civics/government/economics courses.

Our Star-Spangled Story. In 2018 
we published our first history curriculum 
for elementary students. Charlene and 
daughters, Bethany and Mary Evelyn, 
homeschooling mothers themselves, 
collaborated on an American history 
entitled Our Star-Spangled Story. The 
curriculum is a chronological study of 
American history with lessons chosen 
specifically for younger students. It has 30 units with three lessons each. Like our 
middle school curriculum, each unit has a suggested family activity and, like all 
of our curriculum, we suggest literature to go along with the lessons. 

For the first time, we published a full-color hardback timeline. We chose 
songs, poetry, and folk dances as the primary sources and published them in 
a book entitled Star-Spangled Rhythms and Rhymes. Homeschool students, 
graduates, and parents recorded the songs and poems. We made videos to 
teach students how to do the folk dances. All of these are available online. The 
curriculum set also includes a Student Workbook.

Exploring World Geography. In 2020 we published Ray’s Exploring World 
Geography, which completes our offerings for high school. The curriculum 
includes a full-color gazetteer featuring maps and details about the countries of the 

world plus primary source documents. Daily 
lessons guide students on a journey across 
our planet, focusing on how people interact 
with the physical world around them. Like 
our other high school courses, weekly project 
ideas include a choice of writing assignments 
and other creative activities. The curriculum 
focuses on developing a Christian worldview 
and, like all of our courses, we recommend 
specific literature titles.
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Our 50 States. Also in 
2020, we published Our 50 
States for elementary students, 
written and developed by 
Mary Evelyn. The one-year 
course has 104 lessons divided 
into 26 units of four lessons 
each. It has two lessons on 
each state, two lessons about 
Washington, D.C., and two 
about U.S. overseas territories. The course includes the hardback textbook with 
lessons to read, with song lyrics to a song for each state, and instructions for 
family activities. Students complete an Atlas Workbook. The curriculum also has 
a Lesson Review.

In 2022 Notgrass History moved away from Ray and Charlene’s home into 
our first off-site headquarters. Some of our team members work in the office 
and warehouse, while others work remotely. Without our amazing team, our 
company could not ship orders, answer customer questions, make videos, design 
graphics, attend conferences, and continue developing curriculum!

Mary Evelyn is now writing and developing an elementary world geography, 
entitled Our Great Big World, which has a similar format to Our 50 States. 
Charlene is now working on a world history for elementary students.

We are happy to be celebrating our 25th Notgrass History anniversary. 
Thank you for being part of this exciting journey!
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Our Great Big WorldOur Great Big World
Introduce your children to a reindeer herding family 

in Finland, a farmer in Honduras, and a hymn writer in 
China. Take them to a floating village in Cambodia, a 
Maya ruin in Belize, and the tallest building in the world in 
Dubai. Show them the polar bears around Hudson Bay, the 
falcons in Qatar, and the monarch butterflies in Mexico. 
Experience all this and so much more from your own couch 
as you explore Our Great Big World together! This new one-year course for grades 
1-4 is in the development phase and we are excited to release it as soon as it is ready. 
Stay tuned for more updates!

What Parents Are Saying About What Parents Are Saying About 
Notgrass History Elementary Curriculum Notgrass History Elementary Curriculum 

“I love that it is open and go and that it has great information 
that my kids enjoy listening to.”

— Tara H., Washington

“I so appreciate the Christian worldview presented throughout. 
It has been an answer to my prayers!”

— Melody W., Montana

“Every subject should be like this! 
Thank you for putting together such an 

amazing program.”
— Sabrina F., Kentucky

Visit notgrass.com/elementary to watch 
video walkthroughs, see sample lessons, and 

get answers to frequently asked questions.
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12 Elementary - Our 50 States12 Elementary - Our 50 States

Additional ConsumablesAdditional Consumables
We recommend that each child completing 
this course have his own Atlas Workbook. 
You may also purchase additional copies of 
the Lesson Review. 
Atlas Workbook $12 / Lesson Review $6

Our 50 States BundleOur 50 States Bundle
This bundle includes the Our 50 States 
Curriculum Package (with one Atlas 
Workbook and one Lesson Review) and the 
Literature Package. 
 $120

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes Our 50 States (104 lessons including two on each state and Washington D.C., plus 
two lessons on U.S. territories), one consumable Atlas Workbook, one consumable Lesson 
Review, the Answer Key and Literature Guide, and access to stream or download the songs 
that accompany the 
lessons. $75

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes seven titles: Rabbit Hill (Lawson), The Cabin Faced West (Fritz), Soft Rain 
(Cornelissen), The Story of George Washington Carver (Moore), The Trumpet of the Swan 
(White), Philip of Texas (Otis), and The Adventures of Paddy the Beaver (Burgess). $45

Our 50 StatesOur 50 States
Take your child on a journey across our 

country, introducing them to the natural 
wonders, the fascinating places, the factories, the 
farms, and the people that make America. Enjoy 
colorful photographs and maps, historic songs 
from each state, creative activities, and literature. 
The main book has lessons about each U.S. state 

with songs and links to listen to the music. The Atlas Workbook has geography 
activities related to the lessons. The Lesson Review has review questions about each 
lesson and a test about each region. We also provide an Answer Key and Literature 
Guide. Kids love Our 50 States. Michelle from Indiana told us, “They are asking 
me to do more geography and even asking to do their geography on weekends.”
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Our Star-Spangled StoryOur Star-Spangled Story
Bring history to life as your student meets famous 

and everyday Americans who have shaped America’s 
star-spangled story. Part 1 has 45 narrative lessons 
for the first semester. Part 2 has another 45 lessons 
for the second semester. Complete three lessons per 
week to finish this curriculum in one school year. A 
Star-Spangled Timeline is a full-color visual review of 
key people and events. Star-Spangled Rhythms and 
Rhymes has songs, poems, and dances from American 
history. Activities and projects make history fun for 
children with various learning styles and abilities.

Elementary - Our Star-Spangled Story 13Elementary - Our Star-Spangled Story 13

Additional Additional 
Student WorkbooksStudent Workbooks

If you have more than one student 
using this curriculum, you can order 
extra copies of the Student Workbook.
 $12

Our Star-Spangled Story BundleOur Star-Spangled Story Bundle
This bundle includes the Our Star-Spangled 
Story Curriculum Package (with one Student 
Workbook) and the Literature Package. $150

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes Our Star-Spangled Story Part 1 and Part 2 (45 lessons each), A Star-Spangled 
Timeline, and Star-Spangled Rhythms and Rhymes (with access to recordings of all the 
selections), one consumable Student Workbook, and an Answer Key and 
Literature Guide. $95

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes eight titles: Benjamin West and His Cat 
Grimalkin (Henry), Toliver’s Secret (Brady), 
Freedom Crossing (Clark), Farmer Boy (Wilder), 
Mountain Born (Yates), Emily’s Runaway 
Imagination (Cleary), The Year of Miss Agnes (Hill), 
and Katy (Notgrass). $55
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14 Middle School Curriculum for Grades 5-814 Middle School Curriculum for Grades 5-8

Notgrass History for Middle SchoolNotgrass History for Middle School
We offer three full-year courses your homeschool student can use in 5th grade, 

6th grade, 7th grade, or 8th grade. If you want to include younger children in a 
family study, they can listen to the lessons and literature and participate in many 
of the activities. You can also use our elementary curriculum with younger students 
while you use middle school curriculum with older students.

All of our curriculum provides plenty of material and options while also being 
flexible. After reading each lesson, you can pick and choose the activities that work 
for your family. 

All Notgrass History curriculum 
includes hands-on project ideas 

for students who like to bake, 
build, draw, design, and 

DO!

What Parents Are SayingWhat Parents Are Saying 
“America the Beautiful is the richest, most enjoyable curriculum 

I have ever used (and I was a homeschool kid myself!).”
— Betsy S., Illinois

“I don’t have to hunt for maps, extra activities, 
or timeline resources; you’ve done it all for me.”

— Angela D., North Carolina

“I love the ease of use for the books, 
and the kids like the pictures throughout.”

— Jacquelyn C., Ohio

“I know your curriculum really primed 
our family’s pump to get civically active 

in our local community.”
— Genevieve in Kansas

Visit notgrass.com/middle to watch video 
walkthroughs, see sample lessons, and get 

answers to frequently asked questions.
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Literature PackageLiterature Package  Includes ten titles: 
Growing Up Dakota (Eastman), Amos Fortune: 
Free Man (Yates), Brady (Fritz), Bound for Oregon 
(Leeuwen), Across Five Aprils (Hunt), Little Town 
on the Prairie (Wilder), All-of-a-Kind Family 
(Taylor), Blue Willow (Gates), Homer Price 
(McCloskey), and Katy’s Box (McCurdy). $70

Student Workbook/Lesson ReviewStudent Workbook/Lesson Review  We have two 
optional ways for your child to review the lesson content. The Student 
Workbook features matching, puzzles, and other handwork activities. 
The Lesson Review contains review questions. Both books have weekly 
tests and questions on the literature. The Answer Key that comes with 
the curriculum package contains all the answers for both books.

Student Workbook $14 / Lesson Review $12

America the Beautiful BundleAmerica the Beautiful Bundle  This bundle includes the America the Beautiful 
Curriculum Package, Literature Package, Student Workbook, and Lesson Review. $221

Middle School - America the Beautiful 15Middle School - America the Beautiful 15

America the Beautiful America the Beautiful 
Daily lessons in America the Beautiful guide your child 

chronologically through the history of the United States. 
With lessons planned for you, you can enjoy learning history 
with your student, or your student can use the curriculum 
independently. The lessons help students gain a sense of 
awe at what God has made and a deep understanding of 
the story of our country. In addition to reading the lessons, 
students complete assignments in Timeline of America the 
Beautiful and Maps of America the Beautiful and read the selections in We the People, 
a book of primary sources from American history. 

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes America the Beautiful Part 1 and Part 2 (75 lessons each); We the People, a collection 
of primary source documents; two consumable books: Maps of America the Beautiful and 
Timeline of America the Beautiful; and the Answer Key and Literature Guide. $125
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16 Middle School - From Adam to Us16 Middle School - From Adam to Us

From Adam to UsFrom Adam to Us
Go around the world and travel through time as you 

explore the lives of individual people, the beauties of 
God’s natural wonders, the construction of landmarks, 
and daily life for different groups of people. Each 
chronological unit focuses on a specific time period, 
looking at what was going on in different parts of the 
world.

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes From Adam to Us Part 1 and Part 2 (75 lessons each); 

Our Creative World, a collection of primary source documents; two consumables: the From 
Adam to Us Map Book and Timeline; and the Answer Key.  $125

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes ten literature titles: The Golden Goblet (McGraw), 
The Fables of Aesop (Jacobs, editor), The Bronze Bow (Speare), 
A Single Shard (Park), Otto of the Silver Hand (Pyle), The 
King’s Fifth (O’Dell), Madeleine Takes Command (Brill), The 
Switherby Pilgrims (Spence), The Chestry Oak (Seredy), and 
Children of the Storm (Vins). $95

Student Workbook/Lesson ReviewStudent Workbook/Lesson Review  
We have two optional ways for your child to review the lesson 
content. The Student Workbook features crosswords, word searches, 
and other handwork activities. The Lesson Review contains review 

questions. Both books have weekly tests and questions on the literature. The 
Answer Key that comes with the curriculum package contains all the answers 
for both books. Student Workbook $14 / Lesson Review $12

From Adam to Us BundleFrom Adam to Us Bundle  
This bundle includes the From Adam to Us 
Curriculum Package, Literature Package, 
Student Workbook, and Lesson Review.
 $246

Audio SupplementAudio Supplement  
This is an audio recording of the 150 lessons 
in Parts 1 and 2. It is intended to be used 
alongside the printed curriculum. You 
receive digital access to the audio files. $25
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Middle School - Uncle Sam and You 17Middle School - Uncle Sam and You 17

Uncle Sam and YouUncle Sam and You
How do elections work? What does the president do all day? Who decides 

where stop signs go? What is Labor Day? Your student will learn answers to these 
questions and much more as you explore civics, citizenship, and government and 
understand the important roles of elected leaders and everyday citizens.

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
includes Uncle Sam and You Part 1 and Part 2 (75 lessons each); 
The Citizen’s Handbook, a collection of primary sources related 
to civics and government; and an Answer Key. $110

Literature PackageLiterature Package  
Includes eight titles: Lincoln: A Photobiography (Freedman), 
A Letter to Mrs. Roosevelt (De Young), Brighty of the Grand 
Canyon (Henry), Basher Five-Two (O’Grady), Misty of Chincoteague (Henry), The Long 
Winter (Wilder), The Wright Brothers: How They Invented the Airplane (Freedman), and Lost 
on a Mountain in Maine (Fendler). $67

Student Workbook/Lesson ReviewStudent Workbook/Lesson Review
We have two optional ways for your child to review the lesson 
content. The Student Workbook features crosswords, word searches, 
and other handwork activities, as well as weekly tests. The Lesson 
Review contains review questions, literature questions, and weekly 
tests. The Answer Key that comes with the curriculum package 
contains all the answers for both books.
 Student Workbook $13 / Lesson Review $11

Uncle Sam and You BundleUncle Sam and You Bundle
This bundle includes the Uncle Sam and You Curriculum Package, Literature Package, Student 
Workbook, and Lesson Review. $199
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18 High School Curriculum for Grades 9-1218 High School Curriculum for Grades 9-12

Notgrass History for High SchoolNotgrass History for High School
Notgrass History offers Bible-based and easy-to-use high school curriculum for 

homeschool students in 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade, and 12th grade. Author 
Ray Notgrass is a veteran homeschooling 
father who holds a bachelor’s degree in history 
and master’s degrees in history and New 
Testament.

Our curriculum is academically rigorous. 
Daily lessons introduce students to key 
concepts while primary source documents 
and literature add richness. Notgrass History 
helps students complete their high school 
requirements while also preparing them for 
whatever comes after high school. It is also 

flexible for students with different learning styles. Students can choose from a 
variety of suggested unit project ideas, including writing an essay, conducting an 
interview, creating art, building a model, or making a video.

All of our high school courses offer students the opportunity to earn credit in 
English by reading assigned literature and completing composition assignments. 
Our world history, U.S. history, and world geography courses also offer the 
opportunity to earn elective Bible credit.

What Students Are SayingWhat Students Are Saying 
“It strengthened my faith in ways unexplainable 

and the history inspired me.”
— Sarah J., Idaho

“I can say with certainty that this has been the first time 
I have ever enjoyed learning about history.”

— Emma G., Indiana

“[Exploring Government] is about shaping 
students into citizens of character and integrity 
to help form the next generation of Americans.”

— Byran K., Tennessee

Visit notgrass.com/high to watch video 
walkthroughs, see sample lessons, and get 

answers to frequently asked questions.
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Exploring World GeographyExploring World Geography
Travel to every continent and across the oceans 

as you explore mankind’s interaction with the world 
God made. Learn how geography has shaped history 
and how people have interacted with and changed the 
environments in which they live.

“I love the biblical worldview, 
recommended literature, cultural 
geography, and rich illustrations.”

– Demetria in Arizona

High School - Exploring World Geography 19High School - Exploring World Geography 19

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes Exploring World Geography Part 
1 and Part 2 (75 lessons each) and the 
Exploring World Geography Gazetteer (atlas 
and primary source documents). $125

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes 12 titles: Know Why You Believe (Little), Blood Brothers (Chacour/Hazard), 
Patricia St. John Tells Her Own Story, A Long Walk to Water (Park), The Day the World 
Stopped Turning (Morpurgo), 
Kidnapped (Stevenson), Lost in the 
Barrens (Mowat), Boys Without 
Names (Sheth), Revolution is Not 
a Dinner Party (Compestine), 
Ann Judson: A Missionary Life f o r 
Burma (James), The Country of t h e 
Pointed Firs (Jewett), and Tales f r o m 
Silver Lands (Finger). $120

Student Review PackStudent Review Pack
Includes the Student Review with review 
questions on the lessons and literature, map skill 
assignments, and literary analysis; the Quiz and 
Exam Book with weekly geography quizzes and 
comprehensive exams in geography, English, and Bible every five weeks; and the Guide for 
Parents and Answer Key. $20

Exploring World Geography BundleExploring World Geography Bundle
Includes the Exploring World Geography Curriculum Package, Literature Package, and Student 
Review Pack. $265
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20 High School - Exploring World History20 High School - Exploring World History

Exploring World HistoryExploring World History
Explore ancient, medieval, and modern history from the perspective of faith 

in God and respect for His Word. This curriculum offers a thorough survey of 
Western civilization plus significant coverage of Latin America, Africa, and Asia. 

“We are in our 20th year of homeschooling. As a result 
of your beautifully-written curriculum, my high schooler is 

having her best year ever. Thank you so much!”
– Juanita in Texas

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes Exploring World History Part 1: 
Creation Through the Middle Ages (75 
lessons), Part 2: The Renaissance to the Present 
(75 lessons), and In Their Words, a collection 
of primary sources. $125

Literature PackageLiterature Package  Includes 12 titles: The Cat of Bubastes (Henty), The Art of 
War (Sun Tzu), Julius Caesar (Shakespeare), The Imitation of Christ (à Kempis), Here I 
Stand (Bainton), A Tale of Two 
Cities (Dickens), North and South 
(Gaskell), The Hiding Place (Ten 
Boom), Animal Farm (Orwell), 
Bridge to the Sun (Terasaki), 
Cry, the Beloved Country 
(Paton), and The Abolition  
of Man (Lewis). $118

Student Review PackStudent Review Pack  Includes the Student Review with review questions on the 
lessons and literature, Bible commentary, as well as literary analysis; the Quiz and Exam 
Book with weekly quizzes in history and comprehensive exams in history, English, and 
Bible every five weeks; and a separate Guide for Parents and Answer Key. $20

Exploring World History BundleExploring World History Bundle  
This bundle includes the Exploring World 
History Curriculum Package, Literature 
Package, and Student Review Pack. $263
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Exploring AmericaExploring America
Equip your student to better understand 

our country and his or her place in it. 
This curriculum celebrates the good and 
acknowledges the bad in American history 
from European contact with native nations to 
the complexities of the 21st century. 

“Notgrass History has helped 
my son become a confident and 

independent learner.”
– Laura in Virginia
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Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
Includes Exploring America Part 1: Columbus 
through Reconstruction (75 lessons), Part 2: 
Late 1800s to the Present (75 lessons), and 
American Voices, a collection of primary 
sources. $125

Literature PackageLiterature Package  Includes 12 titles: 
The Scarlet Letter (Hawthorne), Narrative of the Life 
of David Crockett (Crockett), Narrative of the Life 
of Frederick Douglass (Douglass), Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
(Stowe), Co. Aytch (Watkins), Humorous Stories 
and Sketches (Twain), In His Steps (Sheldon), Up 
From Slavery (Washington), Mama’s Bank Account 
(Forbes), Miracle in the Hills (Sloop), To Kill a 
Mockingbird (Lee), and The Giver (Lowry). $115

Student Review PackStudent Review Pack
Includes the Student Review with review questions on the 
lessons and literature, as well as literary analysis; the Quiz and 
Exam Book with weekly quizzes in history and comprehensive 
exams in history, English, and Bible every five weeks; and a 
separate Guide for Parents and Answer Key. $20

Exploring America BundleExploring America Bundle
This bundle includes the Exploring America Curriculum 
Package, Literature Package, and Student Review Pack. $260

Exploring America Audio SupplementExploring America Audio Supplement
This is an audio recording of the 150 lessons in Parts 1 and 2. It is intended to be used 
alongside the printed curriculum. You receive digital access to the audio files. $25
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Exploring GovernmentExploring Government
Explore the government of the United States from 

its beginning to the present with special emphasis on the 
Biblical basis for government and on  the U.S. Constitution. 
Learn about the operations of federal, state, and local 
government. Become better equipped to understand, pray 
for, and be involved in our country’s government. 

“What wonderful conversations 
we’re having, and we’re learning

so much. It’s a delight.”
– Jenny in Minnesota

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
This package includes the Exploring Government 
lesson book (75 lessons) and We Hold These 
Truths, a collection of primary sources and essays.
 $70

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes four biographies: Mornings on Horseback (McCullough), Autobiography of Calvin 
Coolidge (Coolidge), Born Again (Colson), and God and Ronald Reagan (Kengor). $70

Student Review PackStudent Review Pack
Includes the Student Review with review questions on the 
lessons and literature, as well as literary analysis; the Quiz 
and Exam Book with weekly quizzes in government and 
comprehensive exams every five weeks; and a separate Guide 
for Parents and Answer Key. $15

Exploring Government BundleExploring Government Bundle
Includes the Exploring Government Curriculum Package, 
Literature Package, and Student Review Pack. $155
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Exploring EconomicsExploring Economics
Take a fascinating and relevant 

guided tour through the world of 
economics to become a better steward 
of the money God provides and a 
valuable, informed contributor to the 
economy on the personal, household, 
local, national, and international 
levels.

“It was written in a very easy to understand 
yet challenging way that makes it inviting 

to the reader and fun to study.” 
– Elizabeth Ann, a student in Alabama

Curriculum PackageCurriculum Package
This package includes the Exploring Economics 
lesson book (75 lessons) and Making Choices, a 
collection of primary sources and essays. $70

Literature PackageLiterature Package
Includes four titles: Silas Marner (Eliot), 
The Rise of Silas Lapham (Howells), The 
Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy 
(Rivoli), and Mover of Men and Mountains 
(LeTourneau). $38

Student Review PackStudent Review Pack
Includes the Student Review with review questions on the 
lessons and literature, as well as literary analysis; the Quiz 
and Exam Book with weekly quizzes in economics and 
comprehensive exams every five weeks; and a separate Guide 
for Parents and Answer Key. $15

Exploring Economics BundleExploring Economics Bundle
Includes the Exploring Economics Curriculum Package, 
Literature Package, and Student Review Pack. $123
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